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A proposed hard fork by Arweave's largest layer-2 solution, Irys, is generating debate within the community.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Unofficial Arweave forking plans draw community controversy
There are no official plans for an Arweave hard fork, the founder wrote.
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Cipher, a Bitcoin mining company, has announced a significant purchase of 37,000 Bitmain Antminers for
$99.5 million.
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Bitcoin miner Cipher buys 37K Bitmain Antminers for $99.5M
Publicly traded Bitcoin mining firm Cipher Mining is scaling operations with a new massive purchase of ...
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Before the 2024 U.S. elections, key cryptocurrency entities like Ripple, Coinbase, and venture capital firm
a16z have collectively invested $78 million in a pro-crypto Political Action Committee.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Ripple, Coinbase, a16z invest $78M in pro-crypto PAC ahead of US elections
Major cryptocurrency firms and individuals have invested $73 million into the Fairshake PAC, which aim...
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🖼 OKX NFT Marketplace just clocked a staggering $50 million in 24-hour trading volume. This milestone
underscores its growing dominance in the NFT space.
... See more
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OKX NFT Marketplace tops Blur and OpenSea in daily trading volume
The increase in trading volume at OKX NFT comes as the Bitcoin network had around $367 million in we...
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� BlockShow, in collaboration with #BlockDownConf and supported by #Cointelegraph, announces the
BlockShow X BlockDown Asia event in Hong Kong. 
... See more

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

BlockShow unites with BlockDown for a crypto festival in Hong Kong
BlockShow marks its return to in-person conferences by joining forces with BlockDown to bring a crypto f...
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🛖 New mining site in Texas to house 66k miners, powered by 215 MW. The site aims to strengthen equity
with Celsius creditors.
... See more
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Hut 8 agrees to develop mining site to build equity with Celsius creditors
Bitcoin mining firm Hut 8 has signed an interim agreement to launch a new mining site in Cedarvale, Tex...
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🌐 After selling The Multiplayer Group, the Web3 metaverse developer, @Improbable, shares its predictions
for the metaverse in 2024.
... See more

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Improbable sells gaming venture for $97M, shares 2024 metaverse predictions
The CEO of Improbable said that it aims to continue fostering ventures across the Web3 space and predi...
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🔮 The rise of Spot Bitcoin ETFs might bring unforeseen consequences for crypto exchanges. 

Experts suggest that these platforms, including industry giants like Coinbase, could face financi... See more
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Spot Bitcoin ETF will be ‘bloodbath’ for crypto exchanges, analyst says
Once approved, a spot Bitcoin ETF in the U.S. would be a “bloodbath” for cryptocurrency exchanges, acc...
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Exciting News! 🎉 BlockShow by Cointelegraph is back in Hong Kong on May 8-9! 🔥

Join one of the longest-running blockchain events since 2016, now teaming up with BlockD... See more
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🤯 A trader's leap of faith in a Solana memecoin transforms a $226K risk into an incredible $1.69M gain.

#cointelegraph #cryptonews #solana #sol #memecoins

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Trader gambles $226K on Solana memecoin, hits $1.69M in 5 days
A trader gained 7x more than their initial investment within five days after buying a Solana-based memec...
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